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Member Spotlight from the Northland
Not all members of this association are from
the United States. Some come from north of
the border where they are know for things like:
the Montreal Canadians and the Toronto Maple Leafs Hockey teams; cities like Montreal,
Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary; and the Royal
Mounties dressed in their red uniforms as well
as Niagara Falls. Well wait no more, now they
can be know for collecting hay carriers. The
first “North of the Border” to join the association was Tom Schell.
Tom resides in Guelph, Ontario. Tom has been
collecting for about 20 years. Prior to his current collections, he collected hockey cards form
the Canadians and Maple Leafs. But it wasn’t
until he was about 50 years old and his kids
had flown the nest that he expanded his collecting wings.
His first endeavor was pre-1870 pine furniture.
He now collects many things that anyone
would be impressed with. He has over 120 butter molds! (Did they make that many?)

He also has over 400 wrenches and several dozen cast
iron seats. When I asked about his hay equipment, he
first reminisced about how he would swing from the
hay rope and recalled how he would help his dad bale
hay in the early 50’s. Those topics brought a nice
smile to his face, as did talking about his hay carriers.
He bought his first hay carrier at an auction in 1995
for 35 dollars. It was a wood beam Myers with hay
fork and fork pulley.

Tom with some of his cast iron seats and his favorite carrier,
a Fletcher circa 1870’s
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A nice selection of his sling releases
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Member Spotlight, cont.
It was some time in 1998 that he met Steve
Weeber (see next newsletter to learn about Steve)
in Port Perry at a tractor seat auction. They developed a relationship that help fuel the fire for his
hay carrier collection.
His favorite item is a Jones patented carrier on 4
wheels. 75% of his collection is Canadian, but he
also collects American carriers, but prefers them
to be wood beam pre-1900’s.
Most of his collection has been cleaned of its loose
rust and dirt and clear coated. He also paints a few
of them. In addition, he collects other early hay
tools from his area.
His rarest items are a Wortman and Morrow
carrier from London, Ontario, a Murchey hay
fork from 1877 and an early Cochraine small
wheel circa 1875-1877.
Today he has over 160 hay carriers in his
collection. He stores his collection in a large shed
located on his property.

He locates most of his items through barn wreckers,
phone calls from people and advertisements in local
newspapers.
He has traveled over 500 miles for items. (Huh, sounds
familiar!) He photographs and documents his collection
on his computer.
He currently resides in Guelph, Ontario with his wife,
Charlene. He is a retired Bell Canada employee where he
worked for over 32 years. Today he works as a paint
salesman for the Guelph Paint and Bumper Company.
They have 3 daughters: Sarah, Amy and Jane and 3
grandkids thrown in for good measure. (see photo)
He plans to fully retire next year and continue collecting
and traveling with his wife. He promised to bring Charlene to the next show after she retires as well.
Tom can be reached by email or phone. Phone 1-519824-4074 / tschell@sympatico.ca

Assorted hay tools

Tom with his grandkids
Lauren, Olivia and Ben
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Member Spotlight, cont.

A few snapshots of Tom Schell’s collection
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Feature Story ,William Louden - Father of the Hay Carrier
Louden Company catalogs and brochures would have us believe so – and much more! A quick review of their sales
literature at any time during the first half of the 20th century makes quite the case. He is compared to such inventors
as John Deere and Cyrus McCormick; characterized as “not only an inventor but a man loved by all who knew him –
everyone’s friend – kind and generous.” The literature goes on “…without his inventions, hay would still be pitched
into the mow by hand; manure and litter would still be hauled in wheelbarrows; unsanitary wooden stalls would be
universally used and there would be no automatic, individual water bowls…had it not been for William Louden,
there would have been no such thing as a free Barn Plan Service.”
Today we look back and know of others who were certainly key contributors and whose inventions, both before and
after the turn of the 20th century significantly improved the evolution of the North American barn and subsequently
the dairy industry in particular. Indeed, Mr. Louden received the U.S. patent for the world’s first hay carrier – September 24th 1867. This led to many other inventions for which he is credited; such as the first litter carrier, first allsteel cow stall, first automatic drinking cup and the first flexible barn door hanger. While not an invention, he is also
credited with initiating the first free barn planning service as well.
Undoubtedly, the era of the Industrial Revolution; particularly the last two decades of
the 19th century and the first couple of the 20th, provided many a farmer-tinkererinnovator with the tools and the where-with-all to improve his stead. Farmers became
better informed. They became aware and interested in modernizing, where they could
afford it; and where it would benefit their enterprise. After all, isn’t necessity the
Mother of Invention? In hindsight, perhaps Mr. Louden and his organization deserve
the most credit for marketing. We know that by the turn of the century there were several manufacturers building good quality hay trolley systems and dairy barn equipments. William Louden remained at the forefront of the market in large part due to the
versatility and quality of his product line and service; and for just plain getting the
word out. As evidenced by the proliferation of catalogs and brochures still found today; Mr. Louden believed strongly in advertising!
Above - William Louden
Left - 1890 ad
Right - 1893 ad
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Feature Story , Louden Manufacturing, cont.
William Louden – The Man (1841-1931)
William was the son of Irish immigrants who found their way to Eastern Iowa in 1842. His father converted some
500 acres of wild prairie into rich, cultivated fields. William was the second of nine children. His youth was spent
between working the fields and attending country schools. For a farm boy, William was rather frail of constitution,
and the hard work on a pioneer farm often caused him to study how it might be made easier and more effective. In
those old pioneer days, brawn and muscle were relied upon to win, and one who tried to find an easier way to do
things was not generally considered with favor. He was often looked upon as lazy or trifling, and as trying to shirk
his part of the work. William attended a local Fairfield Iowa university and prior to marriage taught school for three
terms. After his marriage in January 1868 he refocused his energies on farm work; and as he chored along, he continued to feel that methods might be improved and thus directed his mechanical skill and inventive ingenuity to that end.
In 1870-71 he began manufacture of barn equipment and farm machinery.

It was a serious undertaking for a green country boy in a pioneer community where there were no manufacturing facilities, and where the thought of the people ran in an entirely different direction. Between the years 1871 and 1876,
Mr. Louden engaged in the general manufacture of farm machinery but times were hard and not ready for an industry
of that character; and his endeavor failed. Finding himself not only penniless but in debt and with a family to support;
he borrowed $75, bought a team of horses and old wagon, and proceeded to canvas the countryside putting up hay
carriers and other equipments in the barns of his skeptical farmer friends; trying to convince them they should give
his new “gadget” a free trial during the haying season. In the fall, after the hay was stored away, he would again visit
to see how the farmer liked the carrier. Most of the time the farmer was so pleased that he kept it and paid for it.
Thus was the beginning of the barn equipment industry.

Seven years passed in this way, during which time William made enough to support his family and keep his business
going. More than that, he gained knowledge from this experience that was invaluable to him in his later work. The
hay fork and carrier were at first the chief reliance of the business, and even that was exceedingly slim compared with
what it became in later years. Barns of the day were few, and generally built low and full of timbers, so that a hay
fork and carrier could not be used to much advantage. Occasionally, a sturdy farmhand would offer to bet that he
could pitch more hay than any ‘patent hay fork' and sometimes he could, for in many cases all he had to do was roll
the hay down off the load into the mow on the floor below. In time, farmers saw the advantage of the hay carrier, and
began to build barns accordingly – thus more than doubling their storage capacity.

After this seven year “test” period had passed, Louden once again concentrated his energies upon the development of
manufacturing. Prior to 1889 he had conducted the business alone with such assistance as was given him by his faithful wife. In that year his brother, Robert B. Louden, was induced to become a member of the company and three
years later J. C. Fulton acquired an interest in the business which was organized and incorporated under the name of
the Louden Machinery Company in 1892. William Louden, desiring to concentrate on the engineering side, convinced his brother R.B. Louden to serve as president, while he took the position of vice president and superintendent.
Mr. Fulton was secretary-treasurer. William looked after the development of the goods and all three partners participated in the general management of the business. The quality of the products received recognition throughout the
country, and manufacturing facilities were continuously expanded. In 1895, Mr. Louden achieved another significant
milestone for the company when he was granted a patent on the first flexible door hanger which was the forerunner of
most present-day door tracks and hangers.
Cont. page 6
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Feature Story , Louden Manufacturing, cont.
Progressive leadership, and the need to find suitable iron at an acceptable price, resulted in a venture led by
the Louden Machinery Company and Dain Manufacturing (later merged with John Deere) of nearby Ottumwa to establish Iowa Malleable Iron Company in Fairfield. Neither Louden nor Dain had foundry facilities and this would fill the niche. So it was at the turn of the century that Iowa Malleable, employing
some 125 men, became the first iron plant in Iowa and only the second west of the Mississippi. William
Louden served as Iowa Malleable President for many years.
A description of Louden’s exhibit at the Pan-American Exposition, taken from The Farm Implement News,
June 13, 1901:
“The Louden Machinery Company, Fairfield, Ia., displays their complete line of haying tools, consisting of Standard,
Victor and Royal swivel carriers for their Standard single beaded steel track, the Louden Junior, Duplex and Royal
swivel carriers for the double beaded steel track, reversible, swivel and Royal wood track carriers and their new
Standard rod or cable carrier. On an overhead platform are shown merchandise carriers, automatic and Louden Jr.
sling. carriers, also curved track arrangements and steel track switches. The Louden triple harpoon hay fork, double
and single harpoon forks, Louden slings and sling attachments occupy conspicuous places, and with their pulleys
and pulley fittings make up a complete line of tools for handling hay. Four finely finished walnut doors show their
door hangers, the double tread, jointed, junior and double strap, and add materially to the display.”

Albert Neller, William Louden's pattern maker, was a key to the success of the Louden Engineering Department during the 1910s and 20s. Mr. Louden would make a rough diagram, cut a simple pattern from
an old envelope or simply describe an idea for each new invention and Neller was able to fabricate the envisioned design. For instance, Mr. Louden indicated that the automatic watering bowl should be cupped in
such a way as to fit over a man's knee. This form had the practical purpose of neatly fitting the cow's nose
as well as being easy to clean. Louden and Neller shared the patent on several inventions between 1908
and 1914 – Neller himself took credit for nine patents in 1908 alone.
Specialists – At Your Service
The “Louden Man,” as company field representatives were referred to, received comprehensive training in
all phases of farm building construction and arrangement. They returned to company headquarters for updates frequently and to share their knowledge, experience and concerns with each other and the staff in the
interest of ongoing improvements. They were proud to say they were not high pressure salesmen, but simply wanting to be of service to the farmer. They worked closely with the architects, engineers, draftsmen
and planners at headquarters. The Louden Planning Service was established at the main offices in 1907.
The Barn Plan Department is credited with having helped plan over 30,000 barns in their first three decades – never at a cost or obligation to the farmer. Tens of thousands of additional barns were equipped or
retrofitted with Louden products. Complete working plans and specifications for the contractor were often
provided for a complete set of farm buildings including the dairy barn, hog barn, stables and chicken
house.
By 1915 the plant in Fairfield, employing over 100 men, was splendidly equipped with machinery necessary for manufacture in every line of barn equipment. A second factory of almost equal size was in production in Guelph, Ontario, to supply the trade of Canada and the British Empire. Besides the factories
and main office in Fairfield, Iowa, Louden operated branches at Albany, N.Y., St. Paul, Minn. And Toledo,
Ohio; as well as numerous distributors and jobbers located throughout the country that carried complete
stocks of the Louden line.
Cont. page 7
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Feature Story , Louden Manufacturing, cont.
The Loudens built their home in close proximity to the factory, as was the custom for many 19th century
industrialists. Although a mechanical genius, William Louden never learned to drive an automobile and
would walk all around town. Active and well-liked throughout the community he remained directly involved with the company he founded until his 90th year.
In 1919, William Louden began production
of the nation's first monorail conveyor system. It’s doubtful even he envisioned the
future and impact this far-reaching design
and patent would make on his company. In
the 1920s Louden Machinery Company purchased the J.E. Porter Company of Ottawa,
Illinois. Porter had been quite the reputable
maker of hay trolley systems in their own
right and also a rather large manufacturer of
playground equipment. Through this purchase, Louden obtained a patent Porter held
on a part Louden needed in their overhead
carrier systems. Following WW I, improved children’s health was advocated and
Louden marketed the Porter line of playground equipment thru the 1950s including
the popular Whirl-A-Round.
Robert Bruce Louden, William’s oldest son, succeeded R.B. as president of the company
and served from 1940 until his death in 1951. His tenure saw the production of vast quantities of overhead handling equipment, including cranes and monorail track. During World
War I manufacturers had noted Louden's monorail crane system could speed up production
and save money. Louden's reputation for innovation, reliability and quality allowed them to
expand this new market opportunity. Soon this division became predominant. By World
War II many major manufacturers used Louden material handling equipment; including
Boeing’s B-29 aircraft plants. Louden was also chosen to construct the material handling
devices during the manufacture of the atomic bombs in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
Arthur Louden, William’s youngest son, stepped up as president from 1952 to 1953. It was during this period the family chose to divest its interests. In the 1960s Louden built 27 cranes and other devices to handle
NASA's Apollo space booster rocket at Huntsville, Alabama, including two miles of track. In 1961 they supplied overhead cranes for a Boeing plant in Wichita, Kansas assembling B-52 aircraft.
Although the company has changed hands many times since 1953, the Louden name is still used on material
handing equipment produced in Fairfield and other locations – a lasting testimony to William Louden's sterling reputation.
Story and art work provided by Dennis McGrew
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Feature Story , Louden Manufacturing, cont.

Above - Ads from Louden’s Canadian branch

Left - 1914 ad / Right - 1922 ad
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Feature Story , Louden Manufacturing, cont.
Some of Louden’s items

I tried to tell these guys that hay carriers were serious business, but they
just kept clowning around!! My favorite clowns and myself with my
mobile display I take to farm shows. This was a threshing bee in Yankton South Dakota. This years display features all Louden carriers ranging from his first to his last designs.
de Shazer

As we know, Louden made everything
for the barn, including cupolas. This was
a recent find at an auction in Hartington,
NE. It is new old stock, and had been
sitting in a hardware store for over 60
years.
de Shazer collection

3 views of the
Louden power
hoist.
Weeber collection
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Feature Story , Louden Manufacturing, cont.
Some of Louden’s items continued

Left to Right: Louden’s Universal Truck, Cross Draft round barn, all wood slider.
Left
Red Jacket
Wood beam

Right
Early cable
car

Weeber coll.

Keep your eyes
open for these.

Cont. page 11

Weeber collection
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Feature Story , Louden Manufacturing, cont.
Some of Louden’s items continued

Clockwise from top right.
 Reversible sling carrier
 Jewel (Louden made many small
fork carriers, some others were:
Royal, Victor, Red Jacket, Crescent, Duplex, ect)
 All wood slider (Weeber Coll.)
Louden’s first patented carrier
 Junior round barn
 Iowa
 Junior wood beam
 Other models not pictured were:
Easy Lock, Senior,
Carryall and others.
de Shazer collection
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JEWEL

Item on loan from the
Mitchell collection!!!
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Feature Story , Louden Manufacturing, cont.
Some of Louden’s items continued

Right - Early slider version
Left - Early 6 wheel version
Notice patent dates:
Slider – 1883
6 wheel - 1886

CASH and CARRIERS
Cash for carriers is our new for sale, trade or bartering page. Seller can provide me the information on items. eg. Provide a
description of items you want to sell, contact information, pricing and photos if desired. Members will contact seller
directly. Editor will have no interaction with the sale of an item between seller and buyer, and the terms of the sale are
between the seller and buyer. Items being sold should be related to our group of collectors. Below I have listed a few items to
start things off.
Chief
Myers single rail

HHF Peerless

Ney

Contact info on back page
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Summer Vacations
Lately my vacations have consisted of digging through barns, junk shops, farms and wherever else I
could find that elusive rust. Well this year I decided to treat us to a real vacation (not with out a few
stops along the way). In this world of speed, work, and crappy economy it is tough to stop and take
time to show the kids some fun. So, we packed the truck and headed North to Voyagers National
Park, specifically Lake Kabetogama. Voyagers is one of the youngest National Parks and was
founded in 1975 and is located on the border of Minnesota and Canada.
Cont. page 14

Recipe provided by Charlene Schell
Peach pie
Pastry for a one crust,9-inch pie
14 or 15 peaches halves-peeled or canned
3/4 cup sugar
1/4 cup flour
2 TBS. butter
1/4 cup peach juice- if peaches were canned-use water if peaches are fresh
2 TBS. lemon juice
1 cup whipped cream

Share your
favorite recipe.
Send it to me and I
will publish it.

Make crumbs of the sugar, butter and flour and spread half of the mixture on the bottom of the unbaked pie shell. Place peach
halves in the unbaked pie shell with the cut side down. Cover with the remaining crumbs.
Sprinkle the peach juice and lemon juice over the crumbs. Bake at 375 degrees for 40 minutes. Cool before serving, heap the pie
with whipped cream sweetened with sugar and almond extract or serve whipped cream on the side.
This recipe is simple but delicious. It was adapted from a Waterloo County cook book. The original donor of the recipe was a wiry
spinster who sold vegetables at the local market and she often donated one of these pies to church socials.
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Summer Vacation, cont.
Lake Kabetogama has over 500 miles of shoreline and hundreds of islands to explore. It is not uncommon to
see bald eagles in trees or black bears swimming between islands in search of their favorite food. The lake has
an abundance of fish species for the fisherman. We stayed at a resort owned by some friends called Tomahawk Resort located on the southern side of the lake. It is a well-kept family-friendly place for all to enjoy.
They have about 8 cabins ranging from 1 bedroom to 3 bedrooms with all the modern amenities needed to
enjoy life away form home. Visit their web site for more details. (www.hersethstomahawkresort.com)
One site you have to visit while there is the Kettle Falls area. It is only accessible by boat and takes about 45
minutes to get there from Tomahawk resort. It is a hotel that was built in the early 1900 for the loggers and
fishermen in the area. It was restored after the National Park Service acquired it. It was rebuilt to its original
condition, but with modern amenities. (see photo 1) One unique feature is the barroom floor. After years of
shifting, freezing and thawing the floor had turned into waves. The National Park dismantled the floor as it
was, rebuilt the sub-structure and replaced the top floor as they found it. At one point in the room, you can be
3 feet higher than the other end of the room. It is as if you are in a boat on top of a wave looking down. It is
quite an unusual site to see. (see photo 2)
Voyageurs National Park is a great place to relax, fish, and really enjoy the great outdoors. I highly recommend the trip! You can also visit the National Park web site for more details. www.nps.gov

Photo 1

Kettle Falls hotel today after restoration. It has a
full-service dining room, 12 guest rooms or so
and a bar for cocktail hour. The employees remain on the grounds for several days at a time
for working. This area is only accessible by boat
and cannot be reached after nightfall or during
bad weather. The hotel is open May to midOctober. Visit their web site for more details.
www.kettlefallshotel.com
Photo 2

The Kettle Falls barroom. If you
look close, the exit door is approximately 36” lower than where
the photo is shot from. Notice the
booth on the right side, how it
slopes down. You have to hold on
to your drinks or they slide towards the wall. It’s quite a challenge to play pool as well, a person on the lower side has to really
reach to make a shot. The main
bar itself is sloped in a similar
fashion as well. The entire floor is
rebuilt as it was found in 1975.
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National Hay Tool Collectors Assoc.
c/o Doug de Shazer

Phone: 402-510-8845
Fax 402-388-4434

55005 897 Rd.

E-mail: haytoolcollector@yahoo.com

Crofton, NE 68730

Notes from the Chief
Hello to one and all. I am not sure how everyone else feels, but the summer
sure flew by. I didn't dig through as many barns, work in the museum and
visit other association members as much as I wanted to. But the upcoming
winter is great for cataloging, cleaning up and just admiring our new acquisitions. It has been a busy fun-filled summer but now it’s time to get back to
business with the association and the newsletters.
As we discussed at the show last spring, we have started working on shirt
designs. We will have some proofs for all to look at in the next newsletter.
I am thinking a nice quality tee shirt with a pocket and a polo. I have also
designed a nice koozie, with help from Barry. More on this later.
We are looking for more ideas for the spring show. If you have any suggestions, pass them along. We want the show to grow and keep interest among
all the collectors. If any one runs into vendors that deal with hay equipment,
barn items or items of interest to the association, let them know about the
show. We need more vendors to peddle their goods. I will try to get a flyer
put together for the next show, so we can start passing them out early.
Once again, pass along your ideas.
Chief
GOOD WORDS
Sure GOD created man before woman, but then you always
make a rough draft before the final masterpiece.

Nebraska Junk Jaunt
300 miles of junking in central NE
Sept. 25-26
Menno Power Show
Menno, SD
Sept. 25-26
American Thresherman Assn.
24th Annual Fall Festival
Pinckneyville, IL
Oct. 15-17
Buckeye Farm Antiques 17th
Annual Swap Meet
Wapakoneta, OH
Nov. 12, 13
5th Annual Days Gone By
Tractor and Threshing Show
Portland, TN
Oct. 1,2
(Tennessee Todd, go to this! You
won’t have much competition!)

Technical Disclaimer

Thoughts
Kids are hard to understand. They can learn to operate computers,
video games and any other high tech device, but cannot figure out
where the laundry basket is.

True Story

Coming Events

This newsletter is intended to
be informative, educational
and fun! Material is believed to
be accurate at time of printing
and if not, we tried. Send us
any corrections you feel necessary. Help make this newsletter a success.

It seems there were 3 men trapped on a small island for over
three years. One day, while walking along the beach, they
found a bottle and opened it. A genie popped out and said,
“You each have one wish.”
The first fellow said, “Man, I sure do miss my home of Paris.”
There was a poof, and he was gone.
The second fellow said, “I’d love to be in London having a nice
cold beer.”
There was another poof and he was gone.
The third fellow stood motionless and the genie noticed a tear
in his eye. She said in a kind tone, “Don’t you want a wish?”
“Yea”, he said, “I miss my two friends.”
Madalynne with her new friend at the Ellsworth Rock Garden.
It can be found on the north shore of Lake Kabetogama.

